Driving Directions
Take I-17 North to Rose Garden Lane Exit (approx 20 mi)
Turn right (east) onto Rose Garden Lane
Turn left (north) at the 19th Ave traffic light (2nd light)
Make immediate right into the Honeywell parking lot
Turn left on 3rd aisle which runs in front of the building
“Visitor” parking on your right
Use lobby entrance next to the Credit Union labeled “Automation and Control Solutions Customer and Visitor Entrance” (see layout to the right).

Directions
Enter the parking lot using the last entrance on the south west corner of the building. Park where noted as “Visitor” or any other non-restricted parking space.
Facility entrance is marked with a sign that says “ACS Customer and Visitor Entrance” and a large Red Honeywell Wall
Check-in at Security desk and ask Guard to call your escort
Parking Lot Tends To Fill Up – Any Sharing of Vehicles from Hotel would be helpful